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using Abstract- Fingerprint and Face recognition systems are 

widely used in arious applications like Smartphone 

unlock, School attendance, Defense applications, Banks, 

etc. However these systems can be spoofed easily using 
various methods like fake fingerprints can be created 

using various materials like Fevicol, Silicon gel, Hot 

glue, rubber, paper-printed fingerprints, ete and fake 

face can be created using paper-printed faces or a 

Indirect methods involve methods like 

matching algorithm, feature cxtraction procedures, 

access ing database and finding vulnerabilities in the 

network, ete refer 

[I). Generally, Direct nethods are mostly use by 

hackers to spoof the biometric systems. This can be 

casily done as fingerprints of a person can be easily 

extracted with or without his permis s ion. smartphone device can be used as a fake image. While a 

number of face and fingerprint spoof detection 

techniques have been proposed, current solutions often 

rely on domain knowledge, specific biometrie reading 

systems, and attack types. This paper proposes using 

convolutional neural networks for detecting a spoofed 

The fingerprint traces can be found from the objects a 

pers on has touched and similar fake fingerprint can 

be generated and be used. These fake fingerprints can 

be created using the ould of the fingerprint and 

'these moulds are then used to create fake fingerprints 
fingerprint or face. 
Since, CNNs currently outperform almost all other us ing materials like gelatin, silicon gel, fevicol, hot 

glue, rubber, play-doh, etc. 

In the context of faces, a person's fake face can be 
models for image recognition and classification. This 

paper proposes to use Google's Inception v3 model 

which was trained on a huge dataset (ImageNet dataset) 
and has better acuracy than most other models. 

easily generated using photographs or 

smartphones/tablets. There are methods that can be 

used to create face masks of a person using his 

Index Terms- Deep Learning, Face recognition, photographs. 
Spoofing detection, Convolutional Neural Networks. 

1.2. Other Anti-Spoofing Techniques 

Traditional anti-spoof techniques 
developed which require expert-knowledge and are 

mostly dependant on modality for which they were 

developed. If a slight change is nde in spoofing 

technique the system needs to be redes igned 

completely. Various techniques involve using sensos 

like sweat detection, temperature detection, etc. that 

INTRODUCTION have been 

Biometrics are currently widely used in various 

applications like authentication in smartphones, 

attendance management systems, access control 

system, banks, surveillance, and also in national and 

global security systems. Biometrics provide a very 

easy and fast authentication process speeding up the 

process of verification. It is also consider safe as it is 
will sense if the applied fingerprint is live. 

For detecting a fake face, recently apple introduced a 

new method in their iphone X's face recognition 
system. t uses techniques like number of data points. 

uses of in frared scanning and attention awareness, 

rare for two people to have the same fingerprint or 

face. 
1.1. Biometrie Spoofing Techniques 
In the last few years, various techniques have been 

found out to spoof or defeat these bionetric systes. 
refer 121 

ALlacks on biometric systems can be direct or 
I.3. Deep Leaming for Spoof Detection 

indirect. Direct methods involve creating synthetic 

biometric samples acting at sensor level. While, 
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Smart Exam System using NodeMCU 
Bhushan Patel, Dhiraj Gore, Pratiksha Bhadekar, Pooja Tallapallywar, Dr. Vijaykumar Da Department of Information Technology. Marathwada Mitra Mandal's College Of Engineering, Pune, India 

Lbstract : To determine the time spent on each question by each student in the examination is difficult to oblaul, usu,. leo as naraJor everyone is dijficult to obtain as it requires human interaction. For this work we are proposinga system which is capabie o alculatng, processing and sending the data to intended user by using internet of things technology. In our system (Smar ea"t ISng NodeMCU) student has to touch the sensor and the time to solve particular question will get automatically recoraed ud wt ent to teacher via e-mail. 

ndexTerms - internet-of-things, sensor 

I. INTRODUCTIONN 

Students performance in exams, beside their learning abilities, indicates instructors teaching skills. The dramatically changing world o 

omputing and the rise of the Internet of Things (loT) is showing a transformative effect on our society . and il that would be well used, 1 

ould help massively both, students performance same as instructors. 
Studies on test anxiety shows that anxiety is the factor most consistently found to be associated with declines in periormance an 

vorking under time pressure has been suggested to also have negative consequence. ie. awareness of time constraints may distract learner 
ro k at hand and so reduce students working memory resources. Therefore, we can infer that. beside all, time factor has an cssential effec 
n student performance, which simultaneously leads to the need of avoiding the negative consequences that may occur. 

To make a fair evaluation, considering the average of students, teachers should give a fair needed exam-duration length. That would hel 
eachers assessing in which exact courses students face more difficulties, so that they can help them improve. Even more than just figuring ou 
1OW much time should be given for an exam. Our smart exam system measures the exact time every single student spends on solving eacl 
juestion, and calculates the average time spent from all the students on the same examination. 

In a world of computer systems and mobile devices. it is very important to adopt teaching methods that make the best use of technology 
nd teachers motivation to use new emerging systems is very important. Hence. the system that we have investigated to use in exams is no 
omething that limits teacher-student interaction as it is often implied, it is actually intended to simply help teachers to get statistics thau coul 

ake them a big amount of time if not using any kind of technology. 
n our project we have used NodeMCU, Mpr121 capacitive touch sensor as a hardware and programmed using Arduino IDE. NodeMCU i 

heaper han Arduino Uno and has an in-built WiFi module. Student need to touch the capacitive sensor via inserting conducting device that is 
en. The sensor which we are using is MPR121 which is a capacitive touch sensor. This sensor works when a conducting body like pen 

uman finger touches the input pins. 

When a student touches the input pin which is going to be a question, timer will slart that is program will execute and Node MCU wil 

rocess it. We are using the Arduino 1DE for uploading and writing the code in NodeMcu. As the input from sensor goes to Node MCU i 

xecutes code which starts the time of a particular question. How much time is spent on a questlion is calculated by NodeMCU and it is furthe 

ent to spreadsheet through pushingbox API. Data can be recorded irom the sensor and jot down in spreadsheet using E-mail. For that we 

equire pushingbox account and google account. 

he spreadsheet can be assessed by teacher for analysis by email notifications. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this paper, a smart exam system is proposed that oblains statistics and sends data to a web application for further processing by usine 

n internet-of-things based technology. The information obtained by the proposed system can even be used to diagnose students with learnine 

lifficulties or disabilities, e.g., dyslexia[1] 

onsidered a desk that has holes on it at appropriate places and the conduclors connected to capacitor sensor(s) are placed in these holss Th 

xam paper is also customized such that there is a field on the paper aligned with these holes. The paper has small circles on this field will 

ach one corresponds a conductor. The job of the student is oniy to toucn tne sensor wnen neYshe starts to solve the question and when done 

olving the question once again touch the sensor. when the student toucnes tne button with the pen, the capacitor sensor will sense it and sene 

he information to a 
micro-controller placed underthe desk. The micro-conroller 

has a Wi-ti module, which can send the capacitor ID an 

Ime of touching to a database used by a 
web-based application.[1] 

The hardware used in this paper is Arduino, mpr|21 sensor, RFD, ESP8266 WiFi module, conductors. In their system. thev has 

ttitude towards attendance in classes, time allocation for studies, parents ievel ot income, mother's age and mother's education. The researc! 

sbased on student profile developed on the bases ol intormaliOn 
and dal collected through survey from students of a group of privat 

olleges. Student performance depends on different socio-cconomic, 
psyenological, 

environnental factors. The tindings of research studie 

Ocused that student performance is affected by different factors.[2 

In this paper, it is proposed that student performance 
in intermediale examination is associated with students' prof+le consisted of hi 

MPR121 which is a capacitive touch sensor. This sensor 
has 12 output pins which are touch sensitive and 5 input pins which are viz SDA 

CL, GND, VCC. This sensor works when a conducting body like pen, human linger touches the input pins. The communication is done wil 

he help of 12C protocol. In 12C protocol Each I2c dus consists of two signals: SCL. and SDA. SCIL is the clock signal, and SDA is the dat 

ignal. The clock signal is always generated by lhe Current bus master; some slave devices nuy foree the clock low at times to delay the maste 

III. PrOroSED SYsTEM 

The first step in our project is to touch the sensor Via inserting conducting 
device that is, pen. The sensor which we are using 
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ERP System Using L-MVC Architecture 

Aishwarya Bhat , Samruddhi Khadke, Mugdha Prabhumirashi, Aarti Rokade, Pranjali Kuche 

Department of Information Technology, Pune University, Pune, India 

ABSTRACT: L-MVC framework is a lightweight MVC framework which has been adopted for the small-scale 
applications. These applications do not generate large amount of data. Though many commercial and non-commercial 

web frameworks are very popular and applied widely, they are not particularly suitable for small applications. In this 

paper, an ERP system is generated using L-MVC architecture using Angular.JS. In this a single server has been used to 
make the system lightweight. Also in this we are using Spring MVC framework for server side and AngularJS for 
frontend. AngularJS is used as it separates the view part from the MVC model. This was applied to create a hospital 

management system as an example to prove the system is maintainable and efficient. 

KEYWORDS: L-MVC framework; smal-scale application; ERP; AngularJS; hospital management system; efticient 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With rapid development in the internet, web development has created boom in the market. With the 
development of new technologies, web development has also been advanced. Specially in the medical industry it has 
become one of the needs for the doctors as well as the patient. With the introduction of ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) the managing and accessing of data has become easy as the data is stored centrally, which can be accessed by 
all the departments through which we can get accurate data 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) [$] system for more than 20 years has been an ultimate and highly valued 
solution for many industries, from manufacturing to distribution ones. And healthcare industry is no exeeption. This 
software can help improve operations with enhancements to profitability, productivity, expansion and all possible 
processes within certain industry. Hospitals and healthcare organizations could be interested in improving operational 
efficiencies, reducing inventory and labour costs and bettering communication and information flow among various 
departments thus providing correct and timely care. Unlike many conventional industries, missing or inaccurate 
information can cost people's lives in the healthcare sector. All these problems can be avoided by implementing ERP 

system. 

L-MVC [1] is lightweight Model-View-Controller framework which is based on MVC design pattern and which can be used for small-scale applications which do not have large data. In this paper we are creating this framework using AngularJS and by using this framework we can manage the hospital activities. In order to make the application lightweight we are using a single server which can handle multiple tasks unlike MVC which uses multiple servers for a single application which increases the time as well as cost. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the paper [4], Dongping Tang explained how the ERP has created boom in the market. ERP is used to manage all aspects of business operations. Paper [5] explains how we can use ERP in small and medium applications as the traditional ERP is for large scale applications. 
AngularJS is popular java script framework for creating front end single page web application and supports model-driven development which is briefly explained in paper [2]. Paper [|] briefly explains about L-MVC framework. 

Copyright to JIRSET 
DO1:10.15680/1J IRSET.2018.70707051 7912 62
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Abstract 
Data mining is a methodical process of 

discovering data patterns and models in 
large data sets that involve methods at the 
intersection of the database system. This 
paper issues the popular problem of the 
extraction of high utility element sets 
(HUI) in the context of data mining. The 
problem of these HUlIs (set of elements of 
high usage and value) is mainly the 
annoying mixture of frequent elements. 
Another addressable issue is the one of 
pattern mining which is a widespread 
problem in data mining, which involves 
searching for frequent patterns in 
transaction databases. Solve the problem 
of the set of high utility elements (HUI) 
requires some particular data and the 
state of the art of the algorithms., To store 
the HUI (set of high utility elements) 
many popular algorithms have been 
proposed for this problem, such as 
"Apriori", FP growth, etec, but now the 
most popular TKO algorithms (extraction 
of utility element sets) K in onephase) and 

TKU (extraction of elements sets Top-K Utility) here TKO is Top K in one phase and TKU is Top K in utility. In this paper, all the aforementioned issues have been 
addressed by proposing a new framework to minek upper HUI where k is the desired 
number of HUI to extract. Extraction of high utility element sets is not a ver 

practice. Although, it is 
indefinitely being used in our daily lives, 
eg. Online Shopping, etc. It is part of the business analysis. The main area of interest of this paper is implementing a 

hybrid efficient Algorithm for Top K high utility itemsets. This paper implements the 
hybrid of TKU and TKO with improved 
performance parameters overcoming the 
drawbacks of each algorithm 

common 

Keywords utility mining, high utility item-set, top k- pattern mning, top- k high utility item-
set mining. 
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lOT Based Home Automation and Security System 

Aishwarya Vechalekar, Nikhil Sen, Ms. Shital Kakad, Shubham Maheshwari, Pooja Pardhe 

Department of Information Technology Marathwada Mitra Mandal College of Engineering Pune, Maharashtra, India 

ABSTRACT 

Home automation can include the scheduling and au-tomatic operation of water sprinkling, user can eas-ily use 

the Graphic User Interface (GUI) application that has been created in the Android Smart phone by Door lock 

control system to lock or unlock door and light, fan ON/OFF system through ESP based system. The remote 

appliances control system based on the An-droid smart phone GUI is designed on Android Smart phone. A user 

logs into the smart Android phone interface, and clicks the buttons gently to send mes-sage commands fromn 

the GUi which will be transmit-ted to home information center through the ESP net-work. Then the AVR 

ATmega processor recognizes the speci ed command, and controls the home appliance switches in the wireless 

radio frequency manner to achieve remote control of appliances ultimately. This seminar focuses on the design 

of Android terminal, the communication between PIC and ESP module, the realization of the wireless module 

device's driver, the di culty in supplying the appropriate low-voltage DC for MCU and wireless module just by 

a single live wire. The users can manipulate appliances anytime, anywhere, letting our houses become more 

and more automated and intelligent. There are some problems in the PC monitor terminal, such as its great 

bulk, inconvenience to carry, high cost, limited monitoring range and so on. Therefore, it's a good choiceto 

design a terminal based on phone. Home security also includes the GAS and FIRE detection sensors which will 

otify the user whenever gas leakage or house catches re. 

Keywords : Android Phone, ESP, Wireless Switch, Arduino, SDK, Fire Gas Detection Sensors, Buzzer 

I. INTRODUCTION terface that is interacted either with a wall-mounted 

terminal, mobile phone software, tablet computer or a 

web interface, often but not always via Internet cloud Home automation or smart home (also known as de-

motic) is building automation for the home. It in- services. 

volves the control and automation of lighting, heat-

While there are many competing vendors, there are 

conditioning (HVAC), and security, as well as home very few world-wide accepted industry standards and 

the smart home space is heavily fragmented. Popu-lar 

ing (such as smart ther- mostats), ventilation, air 

appliances such as washer/dryers, ovens or refrigera-

tors/freezers. Wi-Fi is often used for remote monitor- communications protocol for products include X10, 

Ethernet, RS-485, 6LoWPAN, Bluetooth LE (BLE). ing and control. Home devices, when remotely mon-

itored and controlled via the Internet, are an impor- ZigBee and Z-Wave, or other proprietary protocols all 
tant constituent of the Internet of Things. Modern of which are incompatible with each other. Manufac-
systems generally consist of switches and sensors con-
nected to a central hub sometimes called a "gateway" withholding documentation and by litigation. from which the system is controlled with a user in-

turers often prevent independent implementations by 

IJSRSET1841016 | Received 05 Sep 2018| Accepted: 18 Sep 2018 | September-October-2018| 4 (10): 51-54| 
-
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ABSTRACT 

n this paper, we are presenting a proposed system for loT Based Wireless multifunctional robo! for military 
application with Raspberry pi 3 using MQTT protocol and it is done by integrating the help of various sensors, 
Cameras, Grippers and actuators into web application using MQTT and HTTP protocol. To develop and design we 

are using Raspberry pi3 embedded board with python programming & MQ7T protocol. Using this system one can 

monitor and control the military robot from anywhere in the world. And i has various sensors like motion sensor to 

sense the existence of human, Inductive proximity sensor to detect landmines (metal), temperature sensor to sense 
the remperature and various gas sensors to detect hazardous gaseous in the environment. Whenever sensors detect, 
the raspberry pi will start publishing the data using the MOrT protocol and display on Web application and start 
streaming video using motion service. 

Keyword ; - Raspbery Pi 3; 1oT; MQTT:;Motion Sensor 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In today's world, robotics is fastest growing and very interesting field. ROBOT has various input and output to 
sense the environment and take appropriate action. It has an infrared sensor which is used to sense the obstacles 
coming in between the path of ROBOT, Camera to capture the pictures of the environment and actuator like motors, 
grippers and arms to perform actions. With the development and research of technology. scientist has come up with 

invention of military robots. This makes soldier's life more secure on war field. Military robots are used to perform 
various risky task like monitor war field, diffuse live unexploded bombs, detect landmines and shoot enemies. 
Nowadays. many countries take the helps of these robots to take dangerous jobs. These military robots appoinied 
with the integrated systems like sensors, gripper, weapons, cameras and actuators. based purpose of robot it comes 
in different shapes and features. 

2. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The functions of the various working components are given below: 

2.1 Raspberry Pi3 

Raspberry pi 3 is small eredit card sized computer uses Advanced Reduced Instruction Set Computing Machine technology which reduces power consumption, heat and cost. Raspberry pi uses only Sv and 700mA power rating. Raspberry pi available in many variants named Raspberry pi A, Raspberry pi B, Raspberry pi B+, and Raspberry pi 
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Abstract-On social media sites the, growing amount of users annotate the image related content with tags. There is no 

control over tag applied by many number of users on social 

to annotate images with free tags. The website like Flicker 

sites, and the diversity is based on information available to 
allow users to search image with tags, contributing 

that users. Tag based image search is an important way to 

significantly to the development of the retrieval and 

search images which user want to prefer. 
organization. The user may tag images to be ambiguous, 

1) Tag Mismatch: Every user tag images according to the 

uncontrolled and overly personalize. This paper, proposes a 

background behind the image. Thus many same images may 

jal re-ranking system for tag-based image retrieval based 

have irrelevant tags introduced. The same image can be 
on keyword considering the image's relevance and diversity. 

interpreted in number of ways. 
In this work our goal was to re-rank the images according to 

2) Query Ambiguity: The polysemy and synonyms are the 
their semantic information, visual informnation and views. 

higher causes of the query ambiguity. The user cannot 

Here we worked on online as well as offline system. In 

describe their request with a single tag or word. And also the 

offline system there is stored image database, on which re-

recommendation system always recommends words or tag 

ranking mechanism will be applied. The first results are 

which are highly correlated to the existing tag. Thus the images displayed by different social users and each user 

images uploaded and tagged by users are user-described. User 

described images which share the same user and tagged with 
contributed several images. Then at the irst we sort these 

images using an inter-user ranking mechanism, in which 

users who have major contribution to the given query have same query are always in fixed time at specific spot. To 

higher rank. Then we sequentially check title of images and diverse the top ranked results, it is good way to re-rank the 

timestamp ranking in which the desired output will get results by removing duplicate images lrom the same users. On 

displayed. In intra-user re-ranking the user classified image social media, tag-based image search is commonly used than 

, and the related image set of each user is selected for content based and context based image retrieval. From 

further processing. These groups include selected images analysis, it work on a social re-ranking algorithm which tirstly 

with final results. In online system, the diversity introduced user information into the method of traditional 

performance of image ranking mechanism is to count ranking according to visual features as well as semantie 

number of views and utilize them to improve the relevance, information and views. Conribution of the papers as: 

duplication and performance of images retrieval result. 1) This approach with social re-ranking. Firstly fuse the user's 

These seleted images composed the final retrieval results. information, visual information and view times of image to 

Experimental result on flicker dataset show that our social boost the diversity performance of search result. 

images re-ranking method is effective and efficient. 2) Second is the inter user ranking which is applied to rank 

Keywords- Social media, Tag based image retrieval, Image users images considering the query. System achieve the good 
search by tag, Title information Re-ranking, Time stamp Re- radeoff using ranking between the relevance performance and 

ranking. diversity which elfectively eliminate same images lrom same 
I.INTRODUCTION user in ranked resul. 

The online social media like flicker allows users to upload and 3) Time stamp ranking is the ranking in which desired output 
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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing technology is mostly preferred now-a-days. People store their data in cloud instecad of 

storing on their device, but the security of data and issues of trusted third party are stil present in the cloud. We can 

solve the issues by avoiding the trusted third party in communication between data owner and data consumer and 

security of data can be maintained by giving two-level encryption to data stored in cloud. Compared to single level 

encryption of data we can add one more level of security, by adding second encryption to data present in cloud which 

provides more data security. Verifying the data owner and data consumer is important in case of data security in order 

to avoid the unauthorized access to data. This is done by providing the One Time Password authentication. Security is 

also enhanced by asking random questions to data consumers while downloading the file which can be asked to the 

consumer while registering to the system. Category-wise data is getting stored on cloud and consumer can access thee 

data according to categories. The data distribution process is done by categorizing data with different sections like 

distinction, first class, second class in MNC based application which can be stored with secure mechanism. The 

mechanism used provide privacy to the data with two level encryption. 

General Terms 

Security, data distribution. privacy, data owner, data consumer, cloud service provider. 

KEYWORDS: Cloud Computing, secure data distribution, data integrity, storage, privacy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In cloud computing high scalable computing resources are supplied as services through internet on pay as usability 

basis. Cloud is a plat form where we can use several resources over the internet. There are different advantages of using 
cloud like easily accessible, easily available, low cost and eftficient. We can store big amount of data without bothering 
of hardware, but storing data on cloud requires more security and trust. The security issues like data integrity, privacy 
loophole can damage data in system. Perhaps two of the more hot button issues surrounding cloud computing relate to 
storing and securing data, and monitoring the use of the cloud by the service providers. These issues are generally slow 
down the deployment tent of the cloud service provider. The security mechanisms between organ ization and the cloud 
need to be robust. In this work, we are presenting an efficient data distribution system by using web application so that 
the users can efficiently store their data on cloud and can share their data to the authorized person. Where we are 
storing our data in the form of category. For example, suppose we have college based web application which is storing 
details of its student, teacher staff, non-teaching staff and workers. If any MNC want to access the data from student 
category, then he can access data through the category only if data owner gives him access permission. We are 
authorizing both consumer and owner for giving permission to access the data for providing more security. For 
authentication of owner we are providing one time password (OTP) so that any fake or unauthorized owner will not be 

able to do any operation into the system .The consumer will be identified by using image processing on security basis 
We are providing data security by using algorithms blowfish,IDEA,MD-5. We firstly design blow fish algorithm which 
allows consumer with a single secret key to keep the data privacy and flexibly share his data to authorized person under 

permission. We are also using IDEA algorithm for double encryption to protect integrity and privacy of data. To protect 
our data from data theft which acquires data services from different service providers because those services are cost 
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